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Abstract. Online reviews play a crucial role in the ecosystem of e-
commerce business. To manipulate consumers’ opinions, some sellers of
e-commerce platforms outsource opinion spamming with incentives (e.g.,
free products) in exchange for incentivized reviews. As incentives, by na-
ture, are likely to drive more biased reviews or even fake reviews. Despite
e-commerce platforms such as Amazon have taken initiatives to squash
the incentivized review practice, sellers turn to various social networking
platforms (e.g., Facebook) to outsource the incentivized reviews. The ag-
gregation of sellers who request incentivized reviews and reviewers who
seek incentives forms incentivized review groups. In this paper, we focus
on the incentivized review groups in e-commerce platforms. We perform
data collections from various social networking platforms, including Face-
book, WeChat, and Douban. A measurement study of incentivized review
groups is conducted with regards to group members, group activities, and
products. To identify the incentivized review groups, we propose a new
detection approach based on co-review graphs. Specifically, we employ
the community detection method to find suspicious communities from co-
review graphs. Also, we build a “gold standard” dataset from the data
we collected, which contains the information of reviewers who belong to
incentivized review groups. We utilize the “gold standard” dataset to
evaluate the effectiveness of our detection approach.

Keywords: Incentivized review groups · Co-review graph · Community
detection.

1 Introduction

Online reviews on commercial products and services extensively impact con-
sumers’ decision making. As reported, 90% of consumers read online reviews
before purchasing a product or service, and 88% of consumers tend to trust on-
line reviews as much as personal recommendations [3]. About 80% of consumers
reverse the decisions of product purchase after reading negative reviews, and
87% of consumers affirm a purchase decision based on positive reviews [9].
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Therefore, today’s merchants are strongly motivated to fabricate online re-
views in order to manipulate custom opinions. One of the most popular ways for
fabricating positive reviews is called incentivized reviews, i.e., merchants bribe
reviewers by providing free products or even offer compensation for favorable re-
views (e.g., five-star reviews on Amazon). With incentivized reviews, merchants
could gain a competitive advantage over rival merchants, as customers prefer
online products with a larger number of favorable reviews.

To further affect people’s thoughts and decisions, incentivized reviews nowa-
days are collected from a group of reviewers (i.e., the incentivized review groups)
so as to perform opinion spamming. In particular, incentivized review groups
are online venues for trading reviews, where merchants can post the products
that seek to favorable reviews and reviewers can write such reviews to earn free
products or even make extra compensation. Some of the merchants designate
well-written reviews to reviewers such that they can guarantee the quality of
incentivized reviews. As such, there emerges a shady business that acts as a
go-between of merchants and consumers, such as review outsourcing websites.

Apparently, the underground industry of fabricating fake reviews mentioned
above violates the rules of most e-commerce platforms. As Amazon’s consumer
review policy [2] states, the violations include “a seller posts a review of their
own product or their competitor’s product” and “a seller offers a third party a
financial reward, discount, free products, or other compensation in exchange for
a review”, etc. Despite the strict prohibition of Amazon (i.e., banning/closing
the accounts of both merchants and consumers), incentivized review groups are
still thriving across different platforms, especially the social media such as Face-
book and WeChat. This shady industry produces a spate of fake reviews, which
mislead the customers, damage the trust of reviews, and even endanger the
healthiness of the e-commerce ecosystem.

In this paper, we investigate the incentivized review groups on Amazon, the
most popular e-commerce platform. To understand the breadth of the problem,
we collect incentivized review groups across several different platforms, including
Facebook, WeChat, and Douban. We find that different platforms play different
roles in the ecosystem of incentivized review groups. Specifically, incentivized
review groups on Facebook act like the blackboards, where a set of merchants
(i.e., sellers) post their products directly in these Facebook groups. Meanwhile,
incentivized review groups on Douban are of the service for merchants and bro-
kers, which educate them how to effectively obtain incentivized reviews. The
incentivized review groups on WeChat are most private and generally are owned
by a single person, who recruits reviewers to join the group and posts review
requests for a set of products.

To understand the incentivized review groups, we conduct a measurement
study to collect and characterize real review groups. We investigate the number
and the increment rate of review members, as well as the number of merchants
in collected incentivized review groups. In terms of incentivized review requests,
we inspect the incentivized review requests in different groups as well as from
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Fig. 1: Amazon Incentivized Review Group

individual merchants. We also examine the categories, questions & answers, and
the relationship between merchant and manufacturers of products.

Based on the measurement study, we then propose a graph-based method
to detect the incentivized review groups on Amazon by leveraging the co-review
behavior among reviewers. Co-review reflects the actions that two reviewers post
reviews on the same product. By constructing the co-review graphs of reviewers,
we then employ the community detection method to identify suspicious com-
munities. Specifically, we consider both the frequency of co-reviews and other
important features of the co-review behavior, such as co-reviews in a burst, which
could significantly imply the existence of incentivized reviews. Furthermore, we
note that the detection of incentivized review groups can be further integrated
into the existing spam review detection framework to improve its coverage and
effectiveness.

To evaluate our detection method, we construct a “gold standard” dataset by
collecting real review requests from popular incentivized review groups, which
enables us to validate the effectiveness of our method and shed light on further
fake review studies (our dataset has been made publicly available at https:

//github.com/zhangyubao5/incentivized_review_group). Then, we exam-
ine an extensive Amazon review dataset [10][17] ranging from 1996 to 2018 and
find that incentivized review groups started to pose serious threats on the ecosys-
tem of online reviews after 2014.

2 Background

Obtaining positive reviews is one major factor of being successful online sellers.
When competing with similar products at a similar price, the product with a
higher rate or better reviews is more likely to win out.

2.1 Incentivized Reviews

To obtain positive reviews in the short term, sellers provide free products or offer
compensation, i.e., the “incentivized reviews”. With the incentive for reviewers,
it is guaranteed that sellers can obtain positive reviews (such as five-star in Ama-
zon) and enhance the rating or recommendation of the products expeditiously.
However, incentivized reviews typically violate the policy of online platforms
since they are published in exchange for free products or compensation. For ex-
ample, Amazon announced the policy to ban the incentivized reviews in 2016 [1].
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Fig. 2: Facebook review groups. Fig. 3: Douban review groups.

2.2 Verified Purchase

Around the same time when Amazon started the crackdown on incentivized
reviews, Amazon introduced the “verified purchase” tag. A “verified purchase”
tag is labelled with the customer review if Amazon can verify that the review
was published by the account who made the purchase. Although the “verified
purchase” tag can highlight some authentic reviews and hinder the spam reviews
to a certain degree, crooked sellers can bypass the hurdle or even exploit the
“verified purchase” through review groups.

2.3 Incentivized Review Group

Incentivized review groups, or incentivized review clubs, are communities created
to connect the consumers who want free products or compensation and the
sellers who want positive product reviews. Fig. 1 illustrates how the incentivized
review groups work. First, a seller posts the products that need reviews and
reviewers register for particular products of their interest. After the registration
is confirmed by the sellers, buyers purchase the products in Amazon and write
favorable reviews after the completion of orders. Then, they would show the proof
of favorable reviews to the seller and obtain reimbursement or compensation.
The registration enables the seller to follow up and ensure that the buyers have
posted the reviews and the reviews are favorable.

Since buyers make payments on Amazon at full price, they are eligible for
posting “verified purchase” reviews. Once the reviews have been confirmed, sell-
ers send the cost of their purchases back, sometimes with extra compensation.
Despite Amazon’s strict policy against incentivized reviews, a number of incen-
tivized review groups are still operating on websites or social media platforms.
There are a great number of incentivized review groups on Facebook, which are
set up specifically for Amazon sellers. Incentivized review groups usually set
their groups as private or require sign-up to view the posts. Some of them claim
the rules of incentivized review groups, including no scam, no hate speech, and
encouraging users to report invalid posts. Sellers also operate the incentivized re-
view groups on other websites (such as Douban and Reddit) or instant messaging
applications (such as WeChat).
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Fig. 4: A review group in WeChat. Fig. 5: Number of group members.

3 Data Collection

In this section, we describe the data collection of incentivized review groups
and summarize the datasets. We collect incentivized review groups from various
social networking platforms, including Facebook, WeChat, and Douban. WeChat
is the most popular instant messaging application in China, which allows users
to create groups to broadcast events to group members. Douban is one of the
most influential social networking service website in China, which allows users
to create interest groups to share information.

3.1 Dataset

Facebook: There are many Facebook groups that are abused by incentivized
review groups. Some of them are private and only allow group members to
view the posts. To obtain good coverage and representativeness, we select 20
most active public incentivized review groups on Facebook, where we observe
multiple tasks each day. In addition, we sign up two private groups by sending
join requests. Some of the public groups turned into private during our collection
and we need to send requests to join. Our collection of the groups ranges from
November 1, 2017 to August 7, 2019. We collected a total of 47,148 posts created
by 6,260 Facebook accounts. Fig. 2 shows the number of posts over the collection
period, which indicates the overall activity of these review groups over time.

Douban: Sellers create interest groups in Douban to share review exchange
information. We collect the posts from ten incentivized review groups in Douban
from May 1, 2015 to August 7, 2019. It covers all the groups that we can obtain
through the Douban search engine. We collect a total of 3,762 posts from 1,226
authors and obtain 1,031 WeChat accounts in these posts. Fig. 3 shows the
number of posts over time. We find that the incentivized review groups have
been becoming increasingly active over time.

WeChat: WeChat group is an ideal place for sellers to broadcast their prod-
ucts since it is private and also offers convenience for further processing and
making payments. We send request to join one WeChat group found on Douban
and collect the review requests and members’ responses over a month from July
7, 2019 to August 7, 2019. In this group, one broker is posting products for
several sellers. Fig. 4 shows the number of products over time.
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Fig. 6: Amazon product collection. The product images are collected in the
WeChat group. Then, we manually search them on Amazon’s App via the “cam-
era search” function to identify the corresponding products. If identified in the
recognition list, the URLs are collected from the App.

3.2 Product Collection

For the purpose of protecting them from detection, sellers are not publishing the
URLs of products, but only images and a short introduction. It poses a chal-
lenge to the collection of product information involved in the incentivized review
groups. To this end, we employ image recognition to collect the corresponding
products with the images collected from the group, as shown in Fig. 6. Specifi-
cally, we utilize the Camera Search feature on Amazon’s iOS App to search the
products. When searching the products, Amazon may typically pop up a list of
products whose descriptions include the image captured from the camera. As
such, we need to manually check the product images to ensure that we recognize
the correct product in review groups. Note that sellers will copy some parts of
product images from other sellers, but scarcely copy all of them. Therefore, we
were able to identify such products collected from incentivized review groups.
In total, we successfully identify 93 products with image recognition from about
200 products posted in the incentivized review group. We then collect the re-
views and product information on these products. For the groups on WeChat,
due to significant manual effort and the fact that the review tasks are largely
duplicated among the groups, we collect the posts from the largest group which
has the most tasks.

Summary From the above dataset, we find that different platforms play dif-
ferent roles in review groups. The review groups on Facebook are similar to
the blackboards, where a set of sellers can post their products directly. In our
dataset, there are more than 6,000 sellers who posted products. In the review
groups on Douban, most of the posts are to educate sellers on how to obtain
incentivized reviews and advertise the brokers who can help sellers. In the re-
view groups on WeChat, there exists a single broker who owns the group. The
broker acquires seller members and customer members in many different ways,
such as advertisements in Douban. Comparing with review groups on Facebook
and Douban, the groups on WeChat are private and hence make members feel
sort of close to each other.
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4 Measurement

In this section, we examine the collected dataset and characterize incentivized
review groups in terms of the group members, review requests, and products.

4.1 Group Members

Fig. 5 plots the histogram of member numbers for incentivized review groups we
collected from Facebook. We observe that some groups attract a large number
of group members (including sellers and reviewers). The largest group has more
than 40,000 members. Over a month, there are seven groups that have more
than 1,000 new members, indicating that these review groups are remarkably
attractive and popular. It also implies that fake reviews from incentivized review
groups are still in a considerably large scale.

Sellers: Sellers play a central role in the review groups for posting the review
requests that attract members to join the groups. Fig.7 plots the number of
sellers for all groups. Note that we label a member as a seller if he/she posts
any review request. We can see that there are a number of sellers in most of the
review groups, even more than 2,000 sellers in the largest group.

Sellers could join multiple review groups to reach more people and obtain
more paid reviews. Fig.8 shows the number of groups that sellers join. We can
see that roughly 10% of sellers join more than one group and one of the most
aggressive sellers even joins nine review groups at the same time.

4.2 Review Requests

The number of review requests posted in a review group indicates how active
the review group is. We observe that some of review groups are notably active
during our collection. The most active review group in our dataset has roughly
2,500 review requests every single day.

Fig. 9 plots the number of review requests posted by sellers. We can see
that some of sellers are notably active, posting more than 100 review requests.
In Fig. 14, we further depict the number of review requests over time for the
seller who posts the most review requests. Interestingly, by labeling the review
requests posted in different groups (as shown in Fig. 10), we identify that the
seller performed a campaign by focusing on a certain group over a period and
then switching to another group later on.

Also, sellers typically send duplicate review requests for some products that
are urgent for favorable reviews to boost sales. Fig. 11 depicts the number of
duplicate requests, which could reach as high as eleven in our dataset, indicating
the desperate need for positive reviews.

4.3 Products

Categories We here investigate the categories of products that stand in need
of favorable reviews. Sports & Fitness has the most review requests, accounting
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Fig. 7: The number of sellers. Fig. 8: The number of groups of sellers.

Fig. 9: Review requests of sellers. Fig. 10: Review requests across groups.

for 6.88% of total requests. It is followed by Accessories and Computers & Ac-
cessories, making up 5.94% and 5.63%, respectively. We find that 69.5% of the
products we collect are labeled as “fulfilled by Amazon”, which means that the
inventory is kept in Amazon’s warehouse and will be packed by Amazon. Not
only can the sellers utilize Amazon’s facility to facilitate their business, but also
the potential benefit is to conceal the place of seller’s origin.

Questions & Answers Customers can ask questions in Amazon and the cus-
tomers who bought the product may be invited to answer the questions. Ques-
tions & Answers (Q&A) are helpful for addressing customers’ concerns and hence
could improve the credibility of products. Fig. 12 plots the number of the Q&A
entries of products collected in the WeChat group. We observe that 16 out of 93
products have at least one Q&A entry, and the largest number of Q&A entries
reaches 87. Although the Q&A could also be utilized to promote the products
with favorable review requests, we didn’t observe the Q&A being manipulated
by the review groups.

Sellers and Manufacturers Manufacturers produce the products which are
advertised and listed by sellers on Amazon. We here investigate the relationship
between sellers and manufacturers for the products with review requests. Fig. 13
shows three different types of relationships. In the left figure, the seller and
manufacturer are with a one-to-one relationship and they are usually the same
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Fig. 11: Duplicate review requests. Fig. 12: Questions & Answers.

Fig. 13: Relationship types of sellers (blue) and manufacturers (gray).

entity. The middle figure reflects a many-to-one model, where multiple sellers
work for one manufacturer, and the right figure represents a one-to-many model,
where one seller works for multiple manufacturers. Identifying different types
of relationship would be useful to understand who is launching the campaign.
For example, a many-to-one model implies that it is manufacturers rather than
Amazon sellers to request favorable reviews.

4.4 Strategies to Evade Detection

Private channels Review groups may operate in private channels, such as
the chat groups on WeChat and private groups on Facebook. WeChat group
is only visible to group members, and hence it perfectly fits the requirement
of the underground business. When we joined the review group on WeChat, it
had only about 200 members but quickly reached the maximum limit of 500
members two months later. During the period, most of the new members were
invited by the members in the group. The private groups on Facebook are covert
and also require permission to join. Due to the effort to discover these groups,
the private groups attract the members who are enthused about free product or
compensation on the incentivized reviews. Also, the detection of review groups
in these private channels is difficult to reach a large scale, and sellers can easily
transfer to other review groups.
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Fig. 14: The number of review requests
of the most active seller.

Fig. 15: Varying the weights of CB
and PN for LPA method.

Without sharing URLs Even though sharing URLs of products could simplify
the process of review requests and attract more customers, sellers always conceal
the URLs of products in the review groups. Even in personal conversations,
they are not willing to provide product URLs. The reason is that the URLs
from Amazon may include referral information that can be utilized to track the
source of sellers. If a number of customers visit a certain product with the same
URL that refers to the seller, Amazon can detect the anomaly and probably
ban the seller. Concealing URLs in review groups could bring a challenge to our
study, which hurdles the collection of products with review requests as well as
paid reviews. We utilize an Amazon image recognition procedure to overcome
the barrier (Section 3).

5 Detecting Incentivized Review Groups with Co-Review
Graphs

In this section, we model the reviewers as co-review graphs and refer to the
identification of incentivized review groups as a community detection problem.
We then employ the graph analysis method to explore the detection. With a
“gold standard” dataset collected from real incentivized review groups, we eval-
uate different community detection algorithms. We also perform a retrospective
study on an Amazon review dataset ranging from 1996 to 2018 [10][17].

5.1 Model

We model the reviewers as an undirected graph G = (V,E), where each node
vi ∈ V represents a reviewer and each edge {vi, vj} ∈ E represents a bilateral
relationship between vi and vj , which indicates that both vi and vj write reviews
for at least one product. Therefore, we refer to the undirected graph as a co-
review graph. In the graph, there are n = |V | nodes and m = |E| edges.

To detect the review groups, we employ the graph analysis to detect the com-
munities in the graph and evaluate how accurately the identified communities
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reflect incentivized review groups. There are more edges inside the communities
than the rest of the graph, and the nodes in the same community are considered
to be similar to each other. Therefore, the communities of a co-review graph can
reveal the cooperation pattern of reviewers in a review graph.

Features To take various features into our detection, we construct multiple
co-review graphs based on different features, such as frequency of co-review and
co-review in bursts. Co-review graphs derived from those different features can
further improve our detection. Specifically, we consider the following features to
construct co-review graphs to perform the community detection:

Frequency of co-review: The frequency of co-review between two reviewers
is one of the most important features for indicating the probability of them
belonging to the same incentivized review group. There is no conclusion to draw
if two reviewers only occur in one product together. If they occur in more than
one product, it is likely that they belong to the same review group, especially
when they occur more than three times together. Here, we construct the graph
with reviewers occurring more than two times together.

Co-review in bursts: By checking the time series of reviews of the products
that have incentivized reviews, we observe that there exist evident bursts while
the products requesting incentivized reviews. Then, we employ Kleinberg’s al-
gorithm [12] to detect the burst in the time series. The algorithm models review
number in a time series as an infinite hidden Markov model. With the identi-
fication of bursts, we collect the co-review of reviewers in the bursts. For the
reviewers of review groups, they are required to post the most favorable reviews
to obtain free products or compensation. Therefore, we also check the rating of
reviewers in the bursts, e.g., five stars in Amazon.

Posting nearness in time: The closer in time two reviewers post their
reviews, the more possible they belong to the same review group. Also, there
exist some legitimate reviews that occur very close to each other. Based on the
purchase confirmations in the group, we can identify that most purchases by
incentivized reviewers were made within two days, given these products are all
Amazon Prime products with free 2-day delivery. By collecting reviewers posting
positive reviews (five stars) in the same product within two days, we construct
the co-review graph in terms of posting nearness in time.

Composing Multiple Graphs We then denote the graph from the frequency
of co-review as FC graph, the graph from co-review in bursts as CB graph,
and the graph from posting nearness in time as PN graph. Multiple graphs
derived from different features are complementary to each other. For example,
CB graphs have some important edges although two nodes of these edges co-
occur only once and hence they do not exist in the FC graph. As such, we
compose multiple graphs according to the following equation:

G = GFC + WCBGCB + WPNGPN . (1)
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First, we derive the FC graph by taking into account all pairs of nodes co-
occurring more than once. Then, we compose the CB graph into the FC graph
by adding edges that have at least one node in the FC graph with weight WCB ,
which measures the importance of co-review in burst feature. Similarly, we com-
pose the PN graph into the FC graph with weight WPN , which denotes the
importance of posting nearness in time feature.

5.2 Community Detection

Dataset For further exploring the community of incentivized review groups, we
collect the products posted in the review groups, including seller information, all
reviews, and questions & answers from customers. As mentioned in Section 3,
sellers always conceal the products’ URLs and are not willing to provide them
even in personal conversation. We utilize an image recognition procedure to iden-
tify the products on Amazon. We identify 93 products posted in review groups
by searching product images of more than 200 products. These identified prod-
ucts belong to 48 sellers. We further collect 531 products from these sellers. We
find that sellers usually cooperate with more than one incentivized review groups
and select different products for different time periods or different incentivized
review groups. Therefore, some products from them are likely to be posted in
the incentivized review groups that we do not have access or the periods out of
our collection.

“Gold standard” dataset: Since we have knowledge of products and re-
views posted by the incentivized review groups, we can construct a “gold stan-
dard” dataset with these factual incentivized reviews as ground-truth. The dataset
consists of 764 incentivized reviews from 737 reviewers. With the dataset, we
extract the co-review connections of reviewers and evaluate the community de-
tection algorithms. As a result, we obtain 5, 950 co-review connections from the
“gold standard” dataset.

Methods Next, We explore four different community detection methods to
detect incentivized review groups:

Clique Percolation Method (CPM): The clique percolation method [20]
constructs the communities from k-cliques, which correspond to fully connected
sub-graphs of k nodes. Two k-cliques are considered adjacent if they share (k−1)
nodes and a union of adjacent k-cliques form a community.

Louvain: Louvain method [4] first finds small communities by optimizing
modularity locally on all nodes and then group small communities into nodes. It
repeats above the two steps until achieving the optimal modularity. Modularity
is a scale value between −1 and 1 that measures the density of edges inside
communities to edges outside communities. Optimizing this value theoretically
results in the best possible grouping of the nodes in a given network.

Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA): The label propagation algorithm
[21] works by propagating labels throughout the network to form communities,
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Table 1: AMI among algorithms.
CPM Louvain LPA Infomap

CPM - 0.80 0.79 0.14
Louvain - - 0.83 0.12

LPA - - - 0.14
Infomap - - - -

where a small subset of nodes have been pre-assigned with labels. Intuitively, a
single label can quickly become dominant in a densely connected group of nodes,
but it is difficult to cross a sparsely connected region. The nodes that end up
with the same label can be considered to be in the same community.

Infomap: Infomap [23] uses community partitions as a Huffman code that
compresses the information about a random walker exploring a graph. A ran-
dom walker exploring the network with the probability that the walker transits
between two nodes given by its Markov transition matrix. Once the random
walker enters the densely connected regions of the graph, it tends to stay there
for a long time, and movements between the regions are relatively rare, which
allows us to generate Huffman codes with modularity information. A modular
description of a graph can be viewed as a compression of the graph topology.

Clustering Comparison Here, we compare the results by employing above
community detection algorithms to identify the communities corresponding to
incentivized review groups. First, we compare the results from different algo-
rithms by measuring the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) among different
algorithms. AMI accounts for how similar two community detection results are
to each other. As shown in Table 1, we can see that the detection results of those
algorithms are similar to each other, especially the LPA and Louvain method.
However, the result of Infomap algorithm is remarkably distinct from other al-
gorithms. After careful inspection, we find that Infomap groups most of nodes
to one huge community. Therefore, we consider that Infomap is not suitable for
this problem. Note that we empirically set k = 4 in CPM for the results in
Table 1. For example, for k = 3, we observe that the AMI between CPM and
Louvain drops to 0.43 and the AMI between CPM and LPA falls to 0.40. This
inconsistency indicates that k = 3 may underperform comparing with k = 4.

Varying Weights of Composing Graphs We then utilize the “gold stan-
dard” dataset to evaluate the accuracy of the above algorithms. The accuracy is
measured by the proportion of the factual connections extracted from the “gold
standard” dataset that are correctly identified by a community detection algo-
rithm. When considering one type of graph alone, the accuracy is prohibitively
low. For example, the FC graph produces the accuracy of 0.46 and 0.35 for
Louvain and LPA method.

To improve the accuracy, we examine the impact by composing the PN and
CB graphs into the FC graph, respectively. First, we empirically determine the
composing weights in equation (1) by measuring the importance of the PN graph
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(a) Varying CB weights. (b) Varying PN weights.

Fig. 16: Varying different weights.

and CB graph, as illustrated in Fig. 16. We can see that composing the CB graph
can significantly improve the accuracy of LPA method. When fully composing
the CB graph, LPA’s accuracy achieves 81%. Meanwhile, the CPM and Louvain
method only gains trivial improvement with the CB graph. On the other hand,
when composing the PN graph into FC graph, the CPM method gains constant
improvement but remains lower than other methods, while the accuracy of LPA
method first drops and then rises up. Overall, composing the CB graph achieves
higher accuracy than the PN graph. It is probably because although the PN
graph is roughly 10 times bigger than the FC graph and CB graph, it may also
carry a bunch of unwanted nodes and edges. In the end, we here choose the LPA
method to further conduct community detection.

Furthermore, we vary the weights of the CB graph and PN graph at the same
time to explore an optimal weight combination of LPA method to achieve the
best performance. Fig. 15 depicts the heat map of accuracy, where the side-bar
represents the scale of accuracy. We can see that (WCB = 1.0, WPN = 0.9)
achieves the best accuracy of 85% in our experiment, although it is just a bit
higher than (WCB = 1.0, WPN = 0.1). It confirms that the CB graph remarkably
improves the community partition comparing with the PN graph.

Communities as Incentivized Review Groups We then investigate the dis-
tribution of communities, which could also be used to reflect the performance
of community detection method. For example, if the biggest community iden-
tified by the community detection method includes most of nodes and covers
nearly all of edges from our “gold-standard” dataset, this detection method
would achieve a high accuracy but essentially useless. Therefore, we prefer a bal-
anced community detection method. We select LPA method that achieves the
best performance above as an example and plot the distribution of communities
in Fig. 17. The area of the circle indicates the number of nodes in the community
and the coverage of communities (y-axis) represents how many edges from our
“gold-standard” dataset they included. We can see that LPA method partitions
notably balanced communities. The left two communities which cover most of
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Fig. 17: An example of communities. The size of a circle specifies the number of
nodes in the community, and the coverage of communities (y-axis) indicates how
many edges from our “gold-standard” dataset they cover.

edges from our “gold-standard” dataset are apparently the communities engaged
in incentivized review groups. They are both of moderate size, 1015 and 654 re-
spectively. We then further inspect the nodes of these two communities in the
following Section 5.3.

5.3 Reviewer Profiles

For the reviewers in two communities mentioned above, we collect their public
profiles from Amazon and investigate their ranking, the number of reviews, and
the number of helpful votes. Amazon ranks reviewers by a private algorithm,
where a smaller ranking score represents a higher reputation. Reviewers with
higher reputation would be highly preferred by sellers who ask for incentivized
reviews, since their reviews would be more authentic and trustworthy. The num-
ber of reviews written by a reviewer demonstrates how active the reviewer is,
while the number of helpful votes a reviewer received can reflect how helpful
the reviews of the reviewer are. In other words, it suggests to what extent the
reviewer helps other customers. Fig. 18 depicts ranking (top), number of reviews
(middle), and number of helpful votes (bottom) of reviewers.

We can observe that, in the left part of those figures, reviewers with higher
reputation also produce more reviews and receive more helpful votes. In the
middle part, some spikes represent that a few reviewers also have an outstand-
ing amount of reviews or helpful votes. In the right part, some reviewers with
relatively lower reputation have an extraordinary amount of both reviews and
helpful votes. After inspecting these reviewers, we find that they post a number
of reviews within a short period and some of these reviewers actually obtain
helpful votes from other customers reciprocally or from suspicious accounts.
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Fig. 18: Ranking, review #, and helpful vote # of reviewers.

5.4 A Retrospect of Amazon Dataset

We here conduct a retrospective study of Amazon review groups with the public
datasets [10][17]. The dataset [10] contains product reviews and metadata from
Amazon, including 142.8 million reviews from May 1996 to July 2014 (we refer
to it as 2014 dataset). We construct the co-review graph and find that there
are only 1, 022 reviewers in the co-review graph. It indicates that incentivized
review groups were not on an extensive scale before 2014. Then, with the updated
version of dataset [17] (we refer to it as 2018 dataset), we extract the new reviews
ranging from 2015 to 2018 and construct the co-review graph, which includes
90.3 million reviews. It turns out that we obtain a co-review graph with 197, 087
reviewers, which is significantly higher than the 2014 dataset.

Next, we apply the LPA community detection method for processing the
co-review graph with the frequency of co-reviews. We identify 31 groups in the
2014 dataset and 6, 278 groups in the 2018 dataset. To further investigate the
groups, we inspect three largest groups, which contain 115, 109, and 71 nodes,
respectively, labeled as “Group1”, “Group2”, and “Group3”. Fig.19 plots the av-
erage character count per review across different groups. The left bar, “Average”
represents the average character count over all the reviews in the dataset. We
can see that these three groups have remarkably more characters than the aver-
age, which implies that the reviewers from these groups are possibly professional
critics who are invited to write professional reviews.
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Fig. 19: Average character count per re-
view. Fig. 20: Rating and helpful index.

Fig. 20 shows the distribution of rating and helpful index of the largest group,
i.e., Group1. We observe that there exist a number of average reviews less than
4 and also a spate of reviews’ helpful index less than 0.5, which implies that the
reviews are not considerably biased. We also inspect the review timestamps and
find no anomaly.

Summary: By comparing the datasets ranging from 1996 to 2014 with the
dataset ranging from 2015 to 2018, we can see that the co-review graph has shown
a significant shift since 2015, indicating that the incentivized review group has
become a serious issue for online marketing platforms such as Amazon.

6 Related Work

6.1 Spam Review Detection

Yao et al. [29] presented a potential attack against online review systems by
employing deep learning to automatically generate fake reviews. They also pro-
posed countermeasures against these fake reviews. Wang et al. [24] built review
graphs to capture the relationships among reviewers, reviews, and stores, and
then quantified the trustiness of reviewers. Zheng et al. [30] attempted to detect
elite Sybil fake reviews in Sybil campaigns. Rayana et al. [22] exploited behav-
ioral data, text data, and relational data to detect spam reviews and reviewers.
Ott et al. [19][18] detected deceptive reviews from both positive and negative
sentiment review datasets. Song et al. [7] investigated syntactic stylometry for
deception detection. Li et al. [13] detected deceptive opinion spam across differ-
ent domains. Mukherjee et al. [16] examined filtered reviews of Yelp and inferred
their filtering algorithms. Fusilier et al. [8] employed character n-gram features
to detect deceptive opinion spam. Harris et al. [9] examined a variety of human-
based, machine-based, and hybrid assessment methods to detect deceptive opin-
ion spam in product reviews. In [11], Jamshidi et al. examined the explicitly
incentivized reviews which state their incentives explicitly in the reviews. Differ-
ent from [11], we investigate the underground economy of incentivized reviews
across different social networking platforms and propose a detection method for
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the incentivized review groups. Also, Mukherjee et al. [15] identified opinion
spam groups based on a set of spam behavior indicators. These spam behavior
indicators could also be applicable to improve our detection of incentivized re-
view groups. Xie et al. [25] utilized temporal patterns to detect singleton review
spam by identifying the time windows when spam reviews are likely to happen.
However, such a method is not suitable for detecting the incentivized review
groups since spammers actually collude in a collection of different products. As
such, we propose a detection method based on the co-review graph, which can
correlate these spammers from different products.

6.2 Reputation Manipulation

In online markets, sellers’ reputation is closely related to profitability. Dishonest
sellers have been reported to maneuver the reputation system by manipulating
the transaction history. Xu et al. [28] investigated the underground market by
which sellers could easily harness human labor to conduct fake transactions for
improving their stores’ reputation. They referred to this underground market as
Seller-Reputation-Escalation (SRE) markets. Cai et al. [5] employed reinforce-
ment learning methods to detect reputation manipulation in online markets. Li
et al. [14] investigated the manipulation of mobile app reputation by leverag-
ing crowdsourcing platforms. In [6], the authors exploited the unusual ranking
change patterns of apps to identify promoted apps and detected the collusive
groups who posted high app ratings or inflated apps’ downloads. In addition,
Xie et al. [26][27] inspected the underground market where mobile app develop-
ers could misuse positive reviews illegally or manipulate the rating collusively.
They also analyzed the promotion incentives and characteristics of promoted
apps and suspicious reviews. By contrast, our work focuses on the manipula-
tion of reputation in online markets, which leverages incentivized review groups.
The existing detection methods are unable to address this emerging manipu-
lation problem. Therefore, we propose a novel detection method based on the
co-review graph for effective defense.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we revealed a new online reputation manipulation problem existed
in the incentivized review groups on Amazon. We first investigated incentivized
review groups across different platforms to understand the breadth of the prob-
lem and conducted a measurement study by considering group members, review
requests, and products. After the measurement study, we proposed a detection
method based on co-review graphs. We leveraged the community detection meth-
ods to locate the suspicious communities from the co-review graphs with high
accuracy. While evaluating our detection method, we also constructed a “gold
standard” incentivized review group dataset, which provides the critical ground
truth for further study on incentivized reviews.
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